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I’m Naomi Lloyd - TV presenter, reporter and producer.
With more than 10 years’ experience in TV journalism, I’m here to help
you feel completely at ease in front of the camera.
Are you a leader in your field, a woman who’s already creating
inspirational change in the world but not taking up media
opportunities because of a fear of being on camera? If so, I’d love to
work with you.
I’m passionate about working with female leaders and organisations
who want to have a positive impact on others and make the world a
better, fairer, more sustainable place.
Let me help you develop your powerful broadcast presence and look
like a pro - whether for TV or video.
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MEDIA & T V TR AINING

Do you have a TV appearance coming up?
Or are you and your organisation missing out on media opportunities
because you dread speaking on TV and radio?
With TV interviews - you have one shot to impress and one brief
moment to get your message out there clearly and memorably.
Unlike many media trainers, I still work in international TV newsrooms.
I know exactly what makes a memorable and outstanding interview
or ‘soundbite.’ I understand what producers are looking for when
they book guests (and who are the ones that get invited back!)

Naomi has a very special way of making people feel comfortable with
broadcast media in-terviews. She also gives valuable insights and tips on
messaging, speaking skills and non-verbal communications for interviews.
I always enjoy working with her - our clients always come away with more
confidence and better techniques.
ANDREW MANASSEH, Managing Director, Communicating Europe
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At the end of your training you will be able to:
Expertly handle TV interviews
Deliver your message with conviction
(and in a short amount of time)
Handle tricky questions
Know how to stand and use your hands
Master successful body language
Feel confident you have just the right expression on your face
and tone of voice to convey your message
Make strong eye contact and know where to look
(when to look at the camera, when to look at the interviewer)
Know what to wear for a TV interview
Practice breathing and voice exercises to do beforehand
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The sessions will be created specifically to fit your needs – whether as
an individual or small group, for a half day or full day.
The bespoke sessions are perfect for interviews that are sit-down in a
studio, stand-up with a reporter on location or via video conferencing
and if it’s live or pre-recorded.
The best way to learn is to have a go! We practice real-life media
scenarios where I interview you in front of the camera. Then we
watch the interview back, I give you honest and insightful feedback,
then we go again for another interview - and see the improvement.
I create a safe space for you to try things out and master interview
technique and body language.
And we have a lot of fun!
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GET VIDEO CONFIDENT

Does your heart sink at the thought of doing videos?
Have you had a go at video before but felt awkward and embarrassed
at the way you looked and sounded?
Do you know you need to be doing videos to showcase your work &
get your message out on social media, to your audience and clients,
but don’t know where to begin?
I’m here to help!
I create bespoke individual or small group trainings where I walk you
through my 5 step process to Complete Camera Confidence and
share my top TV presenting tips so you can short-cut the video pain.
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By the end of our time together, you will:
Know how to create strong, impactful videos to use
on social media channels
Look professional & at ease on camera
for video calls and conferences
Go back to the workplace brimming with content ideas
for future social media videos
Be completely, authentically YOU when doing videos
Feel confident, knowing that you look good in front of the camera
Understand where to look & how to speak to connect
with your audience and clients
Master the power of storytelling to get your message across
Know which outfits work well on camera
Be able to choose the best locations and backgrounds
for your videos
I also offer the option to bring in my camera crew and make-up
artist to film professional videos for your social media channels
and website.

Over 12,000 people have watched my video and it has been shared more than
100 times! Your expertise not only helped me improve my content and delivery,
you also made me feel so much more comfortable in front of the camera. I
even use some of your tips in my inter-personal and business communication.
Merci!
MARYBETH GRINNAN, Nia with Marybeth
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STEP 1

Get Clear On Your Message
Learn how to craft your message and structure
what you say in your videos
Find the right balance between improvising and
learning a script that works for you
The power of your personal story
Use language that connects with your audience or clients
and feels natural and easy to express
Discover the secret to avoiding too many takes
Learn how to keep your audience glued to the screen
and coming back for more
Understand the perfect video length for a captivating message
Learn the best ways to start and finish a video
- that TV reporters use

It proved to be one of the best business decisions I ever took. While I am
certainly no stranger to public speaking, the thought of being in front of a
camera was quite scary to me. But with years of pro experience under her belt,
Naomi gently took away my fear. She intuitively knew how to best stage the
video and was overflowing with creative ideas.
BEATRICE BECKER, Vitality Coaching for Women over 40
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STEP 2 Get Studio Ready
Learn how to set up your smartphone with tripod, microphone
and lighting so that your videos look completely professional
Plus do that with half the equipment
How to vary your videos and get creative eg walking videos,
behind the scenes sneak -peeks, and interviewing guests

STEP 3 Looking Good
How to choose the right background for your videos
and what to absolutely avoid!
How to ‘frame’ your videos, so both they and you look
polished and professional
What to wear on camera for the image you want to create
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STEP 4 Your Broadcast Presence
Discover a style and a pace that´s truly you on camera, so that when
you are speaking your words come alive and are true
to your personality
I’ll share my TV top tips on body language and the
question everyone asks: what to do with your hands!
Plus learn the breathing and voice exercises that I do without fail
before presenting the news - so you feel relaxed and at ease
before you begin

STEP 5 And Record!
The mistakes most people make when they get in front of the
camera - and how to avoid them
Then we’ll do some filming! We’ll watch it back and I’ll give you
constructive feedback (kind and encouraging, but honest)
Then we’ll film some more - and you’ll see your progress.
Watch as you surge in confidence and develop your own strong
broadcast presence
Know that you will be walking away with the thumbs up from a
TV professional, so no more self doubt about your video capabilities
- ever!

Naomi has a way of putting you at ease, explaining things in a really
accessible yet detailed and precise way, encouraging during the filming,
and making you feel like a star. Her personality and sense of humour are
what make the experience so relaxing and enjoyable. But the REALLY
incredible talent is that she knows how to present your message in a way that
completely inspires the audience. 7 Stars!
ANNA KHUADE, CEO and Founder, Affordable Yoga Paris
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QUICK FIX VIDEO REVIEW

Fast track your video progress and avoid the common mistakes
most beginners make!
Send me your videos or your TV appearance and I will review them
and give you my honest, constructive feedback. I’ll tell you what’s
working well and give you personalised tips for ways to improve your
video presenting during our 60 minute one-to-one Skype or Zoom
session.

I consulted with Naomi as I was getting ready to launch a weekly Facebook
Live series on health and nutrition. Her professional eye and invaluable tips
allowed me to do my videos with much more assurance and confidence than
I could have otherwise. Naomi is a true professional and a pleasure to work
with!
AYSIN KARADUMAN, The Omnivorist
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What you get
How to look at the camera when you speak
and really connect with your viewers
Improving body language so that you can be the best you on camera
Making sure your personality comes through
What to wear - the colours and styles that will suit you,
and what to avoid wearing
How to ‘frame’ your videos so they look polished and professional
Selecting the right backdrop for your videos, whether in your
office or home and what not to have in the background
Ensuring you have good light - and how to improve it with
or without professional equipment
How long a video should be and the best ways to start and finish it
How to avoid doing endless takes of your video
My personalised, creative ideas for future videos you can do

When you talk video strategy with Naomi, it’s like a tap of knowledge, sharp
eye, practical advice and and creative ideas from minute one. She “got” me
and what I was looking for in videos right from the start, guessed my questions
when I couldn’t make myself clear and left me excited and confident to get
started. If you look for someone to get instant clarity for your video project run, don’t walk!
RIMA NOURI, Elegant Alchemy
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Save yourself hours of agonising over your videos and wondering if
they are good enough. You’ll leave our session knowing that you are
on the right track and that you can be amazing on camera!
How it works
You complete a short questionnaire so that I can get to know you,
your organisation, what you want to achieve with video and what
you’re finding most difficult
We have our session where you get detailed and specific feedback
you can action immediately
After our session, you’ll receive a personalised summary of
everything we covered, with ideas for taking your videos forward

I really enjoyed our session Naomi. I came out super energised and confident
that I could be excellent on camera - with the right help.
ROSALIE AUDOIN, Digital Marketing Strategist and Director, Dielle UK

RE ADY TO GO?
Book a no-obligation consultation to see how I can
best help you and your organisation.
Let’s connect at naomi@naomilloyd.com
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